Pre-harvest forecast of pigeon-pea yield using discriminant function analysis of weather variables
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ABSTRACT. In the present paper, an application of discriminant function analysis of weather variables (minimum & maximum temperature, Rainfall, Rainy days, Relative humidity 7 hr & 14 hr, Sunshine hour and Wind velocity) for developing suitable statistical models to forecast pigeon-pea yield in Faizabad district of Eastern Uttar Pradesh has been demonstrated. Time series data on pigeon-pea yield for 22 years (1990-91 to 2011-12) have been divided into three groups, viz., congenial, normal, and adverse based on de-trended yield distribution. Considering these groups as three populations, discriminant function analysis using weekly data on eight weather variables in different forms has been carried out. The sets of discriminant scores obtained from such analysis have been used as regressor variables along with time trend variable and pigeon-pea yield as regressand in development of statistical models. In all nine models have been developed. The forecast yield of pigeon-pea have been obtained from these models for the year 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12, which were not included in the development of the models. The model 4 and 9 have been found to be most appropriate on the basis of $R^2_{adj}$, percent deviation of forecast, percent root mean square error (%RMSE) and percent standard error (PSE) for the reliable forecast of pigeon-pea yield about two and half months before the crop harvest.
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1. Introduction

Forecast of the crop production at suitable stages of crop period before the harvest are vital for rural economy and important for advance planning, formulation and its implementation in regards to crop procurement, distribution, price structure and import/export decisions etc. It is useful to farmers to decide in advance their future prospects and course of action. Various research workers have made efforts in the past to develop statistical models based on time series data on crop-yield and weather variables for pre-harvest forecasting of crop yield. Rai and Chandrahas (2000) made use of discriminant function analysis of weather variables to develop statistical models for pre-harvest forecasting of rice-yield in Raipur district of Chhattisgarh. Agrawal et al. (2012) have recently applied the technique of discriminant function analysis to develop forecast models for wheat yield in Kanpur district (U. P.). Sisodia et al. (2014) have also made use of discriminant functions analysis of weakly data of weather variables for developing pre-harvest forecast models for wheat yield in Faizabad district (U. P). The pigeon-pea is most vulnerable crop to environment fluctuations. It is a long duration crop comprising about 44 weeks. It faces a lot of day to day weather variation during the entire period of crop-season. Therefore, an attempt has been made in the present paper to develop suitable statistical models for forecasting of pre-harvest pigeon-pea yield in Faizabad district of Uttar Pradesh (India) using discriminant functions analysis of weekly data of weather variables.
2. Materials and statistical methodology

2.1. Area and crop covered

The study has been conducted for Faizabad district of Eastern Uttar Pradesh, India, which is situated between 26° 47′ N latitude and 82° 12′ E longitudes. It lies in the Eastern plain zone of Uttar Pradesh with an annual rainfall of 1002 mm, 90% of which is received during mid-June to mid-October. Pigeon-pea is the principal pulse crop of the kharif season in Faizabad district.

2.2. Data

Time series data of pigeon-pea yield of Faizabad district of Uttar Pradesh for 22 years (1990-91 to 2011-12) have been used for development of the models. These data have been collected from the Bulletins of Directorate of Agricultural Statistics and Crop Insurance, Govt. of Uttar Pradesh. Weekly weather data for the same period on eight weather variables, viz., Minimum Temperature, Maximum Temperature, Rainfall, Number of rainy days, Relative Humidity at 7 and 14 hrs, Sun-shine hours and Wind-Velocity have been used in the study. The weekly data on these weather variables have been obtained from the Department of Agro-meteorology, N. D. University of Agriculture & Technology Kumarganj, Faizabad, U. P., India.

2.3. Crop season

Preparation for sowing of pigeon-pea starts roughly from the first week of June in Faizabad districts and its harvesting starts from the first week of April of the next year. The entire crop season has been divided broadly into four phases. Phase I: pre-sowing, sowing, emergence and initial growth phase that includes the period from 28th May to about 22 July. Phase II: vegetative growth phase that includes the period from about 23rd July to 18th November. Phase III: flowering, reproductive and pod formation phase that includes the period from about 19th November to 25th February. Phase IV: ripening, maturity and harvesting period that start roughly from 26th February to 15th April. Therefore, the weekly data on weather variables have been collected for 46 weeks of the crop production which included 22nd Standard Meteorological Week (SMW) that starts from 28th May to 52nd SMW of a year and 1st SMW to 15th SMW of the next year which ends by the second week of April.

2.4. Statistical methodology

The technique of discriminant function analysis is used to identify an appropriate function that discriminates best between sets of observations from two or more groups and classifying the function observations into one of the previously defined groups. This technique is a multivariate technique discussed in many standard books, to mention a few, Anderson (1984); Johnson & Wichran (2001), etc. Therefore, theoretical developments of this technique need not to be presented here. However, few conceptual aspects of technique is given below.

Consider that observations are classified into k non-overlapping groups on the basis p variables. The technique identifies linear functions where the coefficients of the variables are determined in such a way that the variation between the groups gets maximized relative to the variation within the groups. The maximum number of discriminant functions that can be obtained is equal to minimum of (k-1) and p. These functions are used to classify the observations into different groups.

Agrawal et al. (2012) and Sisodia et al. (2014) have applied the technique of discriminant function analysis to develop pre-harvest forecast models for wheat yield in Kanpur and Faizabad district of U. P., respectively. Some of the models have provided reliable yield forecast about two months before harvest. This paper applies the same technique used by them along with a few modifications for the development of suitable models for pre-harvest forecast of pigeon-pea yield in Faizabad district of Uttar Pradesh.

In order to apply discriminant function analysis for modeling yield using weather variables, crop years under consideration have been divided into three groups, namely congenial, normal and adverse on the basis of crop yield adjusted for trend effect. Data on weather variables in these three groups were used to develop linear discriminant functions and the discriminant scores were obtained for each year. These discriminant scores were used along with year index (trend variable) as regressors and crop yield as regressand in developing the forecast models. In the present study the number of groups is three and number of weather variables is eight, therefore only two discriminant functions can be obtained which are sufficient for discriminating a crop years into either of the three groups.

Three groups of crop years, viz., adverse, normal and congenial have been obtained as follows: Let \( \bar{y} \) and \( s \) be the mean and standard deviation of the adjusted crop yields of \( n \) years. The adjusted crop yields less than or equal to \( \bar{y} - s \) would form adverse group, the adjusted crop yields between \( \bar{y} - s \) and \( \bar{y} + s \) would from normal group and adjusted crop yields above or equal to \( \bar{y} + s \) would from congenial group.
It is, however, known that weather variables affect the crop differently during different phases of crop development. Its effect depends not only on its magnitude but also on its distribution pattern over the crop season. Therefore, using weekly weather data as such in developing the model poses a problem as number of independent variables in the regression model would increase enormously. To solve this problem, following weather indices have been developed using the procedure of Agrawal et al. (1983, 1986).

\begin{equation}
Z_{ij} = \frac{\sum_{w=1}^{p} r_{iw} X_{iw}}{\sum_{w=1}^{p} r_{iw}}, \quad j = 0,1 \text{ and } i = 1,2,\ldots, p
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
Z_{i,j} = \frac{\sum_{w=1}^{p} r_{iw}' X_{iw} X_{jw}}{\sum_{w=1}^{p} r_{iw}'}, \quad j = 0,1 \text{ and } i = 1,2,\ldots, p
\end{equation}

where, \( Z_{ij} \) is unweighted (for \( j = 0 \)) and weighted (for \( j = 1 \)) weather indices for \( i^{th} \) weather variable and \( Z_{i,j} \) is the un-weighted (for \( j = 0 \)) and weighted (for \( j = 1 \)) weather indices for interaction between \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) weather variables. \( X_{iw} \) is the value of the \( i^{th} \) weather variable in \( w^{th} \) week, \( r_{iw}/r_{iw}' \) is correlation coefficient of yield adjusted for trend effect with \( i^{th} \) weather variable/product of \( i^{th} \) and \( j^{th} \) weather variable in \( w^{th} \) week, \( n \) is the number of weeks considered in developing the indices and \( p \) is number of weather variables. Here, \( p = 8 \) and \( n = 35 \), i.e., 35 weeks data from 22\textsuperscript{nd} week to 52\textsuperscript{nd} week of a year and 1\textsuperscript{st} week to 4\textsuperscript{th} week of the next year have been utilized for constructing weighted and un-weighted weather indices of weather variables along with their interactions. In all 72 indices (36 weighted and 36 un-weighted) consisting of 8 weighted weather indices and 28 weighted interaction indices and 8 un-weighted weather variables and 28 un-weighted interaction indices have been constructed. Besides, some more suitable strategies have been suggested. In all, nine possible models are attempted. Models are developed using regression analysis. Only the first 19 years data from 1990-91 to 2008-09 have been utilized for modeling the yield and remaining three years yield data of 2009-10,2010-11 and 2011-12 have been used for validation of the models.

**Model 1**

In this model, using eight weighted weather indices of eight weather variables, discriminant function analysis was carried out and two discriminant functions have been obtained. Two sets of discriminant scores for the years under consideration from these two discriminant functions were obtained. For developing forecast model, these two sets of discriminant scores along with the trend variable were utilized as the regressors and the yield as the regressand. The form of model considered is as follows:

\begin{equation}
y = \beta_0 + \beta_1 ds_1 + \beta_2 ds_2 + \beta_3 T + e
\end{equation}

where, \( y \) is untrended crop yield, \( \beta_i 's \) (\( i = 0, 1, 2, 3 \)) are model parameters, \( ds_1 \) and \( ds_2 \) are two sets of discriminant scores, \( T \) is the trend variable and \( e \) is error term assumed to follow independently \( N(0, \sigma^2) \).

**Model 2**

In this model, two discriminant functions and therefrom two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained using the first week data (22\textsuperscript{nd} SMW) on eight weather variables. Again two sets of discriminant scores obtained from first week data and data on eight weather variables in the second week (23\textsuperscript{rd} SMW) have been used as discriminating variables (in all 10 discriminating variables) and using these 10 discriminating variables the discriminant analysis has been done and there from two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained. This process was repeated up to the last week till the time of forecast (4\textsuperscript{th} SMW or 35\textsuperscript{th} week) and finally two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained. Based on these two sets of scores obtained at the 35\textsuperscript{th} week, the forecasting model taking yield as the regressand and the discriminant scores and the trend variable \( (T) \) as the regressor variables has been fitted. The form of model is similar to the model given in equation (2).

**Model 3**

In this model, eight weighted and eight un-weighted weather indices of eight weather variables have been used as discriminating variables in the discriminant function analysis. Two sets of discriminant scores from two discriminant functions have been obtained. The forecasting model has been fitted taking the yield as the regressand and the two sets of scores and the trend variable \( (T) \) as the regressors. The form of model fitted is similar to given in equation (2).

**Model 4**

In this model, all 72 indices (weighted and un-weighted including interaction indices) have been used as discriminating variables in discriminant analysis and two sets of discriminant scores from two discriminant functions have been obtained. Forecasting model has been fitted taking un-trended yield as the regressand variable and the two sets of discriminant scores and the trend variable \( (T) \) as the regressor variables. The form of the model fitted is similar to given in equation (2).
Model 5

In this model, discriminant function analysis has been carried out using the data on the first weather variable spread over 35 weeks (22nd SMW to 4th SMW of next year). Using two sets of discriminant scores obtained from two discriminant function of data on the first weather variable and 35 weeks data of the second variable, discriminant function analysis has been again performed and two sets of discriminant scores are obtained (here the discriminating variables will now become 37). Using these two sets of discriminant scores and 35 week data of third variable, discriminant function analysis has been again performed and two sets of discriminant scores are obtained. This process is continued up to eighth weather variable, and ultimately we get two sets of discriminant scores $d_{s1}$ and $d_{s2}$. These two sets of scores and the trend variable ($T$) as the regressor variables and crop-yield as the regressand were utilized to develop forecast model by fitting the similar model as in equation (2).

Model 6

In this model, discriminant function analysis has been carried out using the un-weighted and weighted weather indices for the first weather variable (here discriminating factors will be only two). Using the two sets of discriminant scores and 35 week data of third variable have been again used to conduct discriminant analysis and subsequently two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained. This process is continued up to eighth weather variable, and ultimately we get two sets of discriminant scores $d_{s1}$ and $d_{s2}$. Using these two sets of scores and the trend variable ($T$) as the regressor variables and crop-yield as the regressand, the similar model as in equation (2) has been fitted.

Model 7

This model is based on the method given by Rai and Chandrasahas (2000). In fact, the crop season is divided into four phases where each phase consists of different number of weeks (see sub-section 2.3). However, we utilize the weekly data of weather variables of first three phases for the development of forecast model because it is intended to forecast the crop yield at the beginning of fourth phase. Weather indices have been constructed separately in the different phases of the crop growth by taking the simple average of the weekly weather variables. Then, at each phase discriminant function analysis has been carried out using these simple averages of weekly data of 8 weather variables as the discriminating variables, and two discriminant scores were obtained. In all 6 sets of discriminant scores have been obtained from 3 phases. Using these 6 sets of discriminant scores and trend variable ($T$) as regressor variables and yield as regressand, the following regression model has been fitted to develop the forecast model:

$$Y = \beta_0 + \sum_{l=1}^{3} \sum_{m=1}^{2} \beta_{lm} d_{lm} + \beta_T T + \varepsilon$$

where, $\beta_0$ is intercept of the model, $\beta_{lm}$’s (l = 1, 2; m = 1, 2, 3) and $\beta_T$ are the regression coefficients, $d_{lm}$ is the $l^m$ discriminant score obtained at $m^{th}$ phase and $T$ is the trend variable, and $\varepsilon$ is error ~ $N(0, \sigma^2)$.

Model 8

The model 8 is newly proposed one but similar to model 7. The difference is only that two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained by carrying out discriminant function analysis using weighted weather indices of weekly data of weather variables computed by the formula given in equation (1) in each phase.

Model 9

The model 9 is newly proposed one but it is also similar to the model 7. Here two sets of discriminant scores have been obtained in each phase by carrying out discriminant function analysis using weighted and un-weighted weather indices of weekly data of weather variables computed by the formula given in equation (1).

Remarks - The models 1 and 2 were considered by Agrawal et al. (2012) and the model 3 to 6 were considered by Sisodia et al. (2014) for forecasting wheat yield in Kanpur and Faizabad district of U. P., respectively. The model 7 was proposed by Rai and Chandrasahas (2002) for rice yield in Raipur district of Chhattisgarh.

2.5. Comparison and validation of forecast models

Different statistical measures used for the comparison and the validation of the models are described below:

(i) $R_{adj}^2$: The nine models were compared on the basis of adjusted coefficient of determination ($R_{adj}^2$) which is as follows:

$$R_{adj}^2 = 1 - \frac{ss_{res}}{ss_{w} / (n - 1)}$$

where $ss_{res}$ is the sum of squares of the residuals, $ss_{w}$ is the sum of squares of the weather variables, and $n$ is the sample size.
where, $ss_{res}/(n-p)$ is the residual mean square and $ss_t/(n-1)$ is the total mean square.

(ii) The percent deviation of forecast from actual yield: It has have been computed as

\[ \text{Percentage deviation} = \frac{\text{Actual yield} - \text{Forecast yield}}{\text{Actual yield}} \times 100 \]

(iii) Root Mean Square Error (RMSE): It is also a measure for comparing two models. The formula of RMSE is given below:

\[ \text{RMSE} = \left[ \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (O_i - E_i)^2 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}} \]

where, $O_i$ and the $E_i$ are the observed and forecasted value of the crop yield, respectively and $n$ is the number of years for which forecasting has been done.

(iv) Percent standard error of the forecast: Let $\hat{y}_f$ be forecast value of crop yield and $X_0$ be the column vector of values of $P$ independent variables at which $y$ is forecasted. Then, variance of $\hat{y}_f$ is given by (Draper and Smith, 1998)

\[ V(\hat{y}_f) = \hat{\sigma}^2 X_0'(XX)^{-1} X_0 \]

where, $XX$ is the matrix of the sum of square and cross products of regressors (independent variables) and $\hat{\sigma}^2$ is the estimated residual variance of the model. Therefore, the percent standard error (c.v.) of forecast is given by

\[ \text{Percent S.E. (C.V.)} = \frac{\sqrt{V(\hat{y}_f)}}{\text{Forecast value}} \times 100 \]

3. Results and discussion

The forecast models have been developed under nine procedures described in sub-section 2.4. In Model IV only, time trend variable ($T$) has shown significant effect at $P \leq 0.05$. Based on the performance of these models as per criteria of statistical measures described in sub-section 2.5, it has been found that the model IV and IX are the best among all models. These two models are presented in the Table 1. Using the models IV and IX, the forecast yields for the years 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12 have been computed and the results along with the actual yields and different statistical measures are presented in the Table 2. It is obvious form the results of the Table 2 that the forecast yields based on these models for the years under consideration are very close to the actual yields. The values of $R^2_{adj}$ have been found to be considerably high, i.e., 84.8 and 82.0 per cent for the
models IV and IX, respectively. The values of percent standard error (PSE) of forecast yield have been obtained to be below 5 percent in most the cases except one where it is 5.779 for the year 2010-11 in case of the model IX.

As per criteria of statistical measures, performance of other models have been found to be inferior as compared to the models IV & IX. For instance, the values of $R^2_{adj}$ varied between 60.9 to 78.6 per cent for other models. The values of PSE of forecast yields were found to be above 5.00 per cent is most of cases for these models. The per cent deviation of forecast yields form actual yield was also obtained to be quite high ranging between 3 to 27.30 per cent for these models. Therefore, these models have not been presented.

On the basis of the overall results and discussion as above it can be concluded that the model IV and IX are the most suitable models among all the models to forecast pigeon-pea yield in Faizabad district of Eastern Uttar Pradesh. Hence, a reliable forecast of pigeon-pea yield about two and half months before the harvest can be obtained from the model IV and IX.
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